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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In response to outreach from organizations  
in need of help navigating the current  
environment, Skillsoft, the leading global  
learning company, partnered with renowned  
author and executive coach La’Wana Harris to 
build and deliver a Leadercamp, one of Skillsoft’s 
signature leadership development experiences,  
on “Leading Inclusively.” The program’s content  
and classroom experience — coupled with the 
participation of attendees — provided a roadmap 
for meaningful dialogue in a time of disruption 
and unease.

“YOU HAVE MY  
COMMITMENT TO  
CONTINUING TO 
DRIVE POSITIVE  
CULTURAL CHANGE 
WITHIN OUR  
COMPANY. WE ALL  
BELIEVE IN THE  
TRANSFORMATIVE 
POWER OF LEARNING. 
IT IS WHO WE ARE  
AND WHAT WE DO.”

— RONALD HOVSEPIAN,  
EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN, 

SKILLSOFT
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INTRODUCTION 

2020 will be remembered as a year of unprecedented disruption. Months into 
a global pandemic and domestic economic downturn, the Black Lives Matter 
movement, which began seven years ago after the shooting death of teenager 
Trayvon Martin, was revitalized in response to the murder of George Floyd. 

In the weeks that followed, there have been thousands of protests, in the United 
States and pockets around the world, that have sparked a global conversation and 
call to action on the pervasive issues of racial discrimination, bias, and inequity. 
Many organizations, even those with strong diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) 
strategies, now struggle with how to design and enable systemic change; support 
their leaders; engage employee populations most in need; and create cultures of 
equity and inclusion within and without their organizations.

As an organization committed to the advancement of all human potential 
through learning and development, Skillsoft felt a sense of urgency to provide 
guidance to our own internal community as well as to our valued stakeholders 
and partners. Skillsoft has always offered DEI training. And, we recognize that 
in the midst of unprecedented disruption, now is the time to evolve. Business as 
usual will not be enough to produce genuine, sustainable transformation, and 
support our people in this new normal we are embarking on.

There is no doubt that 2020 will be remembered as a year of unprecedented  
disruption. But, the hope was (and is) that it can also be remembered as a year  
of long overdue — and lasting — social, cultural, organizational change,  
and evolution.
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In response to requests from organizations across numerous industries,  
Skillsoft partnered with renowned executive coach and author of Diversity Beyond 
Lip Service: A Coaching Guide for Challenging Bias La’Wana Harris to design and 
deliver an interactive, blended learning experience. The Leadercamp consisted  
of a virtual live one-hour session led by Harris. The focus was to address the most 
immediate challenges organizations faced as they reviewed — and revised — 
their own DEI policies. Through Skillsoft’s learner experience platform,  
Percipio, each participant also had access to a channel of diverse learning assets 
such as micro-learning, extensive leadership expert trainings, audio books,  
personal assessment tools, and more. 

Given the overwhelming demand for support, Skillsoft opened the Leadercamp 
to anyone, in any role, at any organization, customer or not. Within days, it was 
apparent that there is a worldwide thirst for this topic; that people are looking for 
leadership, guidance, and meaningful connection; and that there is a renewed and 
shared sense of passion and purpose in so many organizations and communities. 

•	More	than	12,000	people	from	36	different	countries	registered	to	attend.	
•	The	percentage	of	registrants	who	attended	was	nearly	300%	the	industry	norm.
• Participants represented all business sizes: 

• Participants represented all levels within their organizations:  
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Skillsoft suggested that registrants take Harris’s COMMIT Self-Assessment prior 
to the event, and more than 3,000 did. Through it, they were able to determine their 
strengths and weaknesses in key areas related to diversity, equity, and inclusion:  

• Committing to courageous action

• Opening their eyes and ears

• Moving beyond lip service

•	Making	room	for	controversy	and	conflict
• Inviting new perspectives

• Telling the truth — even when it hurts

We also asked what attendees hoped to take away from the experience.  
From hundreds of responses, here are some of the themes that kept surfacing: 

“I need a better understanding of how to deal with a work culture that’s been in 
place for over 30 years and the biases that come with it.”

“I need strategies to help team members navigate their own learning and  
experiences to better embrace diversity, equity and inclusion.”

“I need to know how to have the conversations in a manner that others can share 
and feel safe, but also be aware of any discomfort.”

“I need ways to steer people away from Social Media and actively and responsibly 
engage in active listening and conversation.”

“I need a space to reflect as well as a path forward for sustainable action.”
 
“I need to take the message of hope and inclusivity to my coworkers in a way  
they can understand and relate to.”

“I need to understand how to influence leaders to a “stand”; even if it is not  
popular. The silence here is deafening!”

“I need to be able to better position myself in my role, how to have  
difficult conversations when it comes to inclusion.”

“I need to learn ways to better engage all individuals in the conversation of  
power and privilege.”
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“I need ideas on how to be a better and more effective ally — and hope that the 
turmoil of the present will create real, positive and lasting results for all.”
 
“I think I need to be open to learning things that make me feel uncomfortable.”

“What I need most in this moment is to LISTEN and elevate voices of those 
around me.”
 
“I need practical strategies and tactics that I can apply in my organization,  
when I haven’t been invited to the table. Leading from behind on this issue  
feels powerless.”

Active engagement remained high throughout the session. At the beginning,  
Harris invited attendees to participate in a quick poll. “How comfortable are you 
with talking about racism, discrimination and bias in the workplace?” she asked. 
More than 3,400 responded.

The responses from this poll echo sentiments Harris is hearing across  
organizations of all sizes. While there are substantially more people willing to  
engage in real conversations about systemic racism, bias, and privilege; many  
leaders feel uncomfortable holding these conversations.

Harris advocates for intentional self-education and applying a coaching approach 
to engage in these discussions as part of a long-term DEI strategy.
 
It’s also important, as people are doing the work, to take a look at where they  
(and others) are along the DEI journey. This helps ensure forward momentum and  
enables people to better adapt and connect to those they may be working with.
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IT’S ABOUT TIME.
BEEN READY.
LET’S TALK. NOT AT ALL.

SOMEWHAT, 
BUT I STILL NEED 

ADDITIONAL 
SUPPORT

1,356
168

1,918

HOW COMFORTABLE ARE YOU WITH TALKING 
ABOUT RACISM, DISCRIMINATION  
AND BIAS IN THE WORKPLACE?



Harris introduced the phases of DEI engagement along the continuums of  
commitment and care. She’s found in her research in organizations that most 
people fall into one of four quadrants relative to their engagement in DEI work — 
compliance, apathy, champion, and lip service. Leaders that operate in the  
compliance quadrant focus on getting the work done and meeting metric  
benchmarks. However, often their driving ambition is EEOC or some form of legal 
requirement. They may not necessarily have the care and concern for the human 
element that is the heart of DEI work. Leaders in the apathy quadrant exhibit a low 
level of care and commitment relative to DEI and present as the strongest resisters 
to progress. Champions bring a high level of care and commitment for DEI to their  
organizations and often take the lead in advancing inclusivity.
 
Leaders in the lip service quadrant are not as straightforward as the others.  
“That’s why my mantra is ‘diversity beyond lip service’ because when you go deeper 
with these leaders, they usually say all the right things, and in their heart, they  
really do care about diversity, equity, and inclusion,” Harris explains. “It’s just that 
they don’t have the corresponding level of commitment. In the workplace, this 
looks like leaders who say things like, ‘I’m on board.’ ‘I’m here to help.’ ‘I believe 
in DEI.’ All of these things sound good, but with lip service, they don’t necessarily 
back it up with a budget allocation or they don’t put forth a true FTE (Full Time 
Equivalent). They often view DEI as a voluntary ‘add on’ to someone’s job  
responsibilities. And therefore, they present an intriguing conundrum — these 
leaders care, but they’re not committed.”
 
Ultimately, the identification of where leaders are on the care and commitment 
continuum is meant to serve as a point of understanding to enable greater  
connection and adaptability. Understanding where we all are on our journey helps 
inform how we get the work done with efficiency and efficacy.
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Many organizations are struggling to understand how to best support their leaders 
during these unprecedented times. We asked directly and found a common theme 
around support for talking about race and privilege. The results of the second poll 
on “What support do leaders say they need most?” acknowledge the emotional  
toll our current state has had and the need for education and coaching at all levels 
of an organization. 

The consensus across this large international subset of organizational DEI,  
L&D, and business leaders is clear— the time has come to have open and honest 
discussions about race and privilege in the workplace. 

The session ended with hundreds of attendees from around the world remaining 
online to chat, sharing their experiences and ideas, and requesting a follow-up  
program. There was overwhelming recognition that action, movement, and  
progress is not something that could be achieved in a single session. It must be an 
ongoing process and will require a deep commitment to a long-term strategy for 
advancing DEI in workplaces all over the globe. 
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LEARNINGS  
FROM THE LEADERCAMP

Through the course of “Leading Inclusively,” Harris shared powerful insights  
and observations. The program established a set of common definitions:

POWER
The ability to do something or act in a particular way; to make  
happen what one wants to happen in spite of obstacles, resistance, 
or opposition; the capacity or ability to direct or influence the  
behavior of people, the course of events, and/or resources.

PRIVILEGE
The rights, benefits, and advantages exclusively granted to 
particular groups of people. It is part of a much larger system that 
exists to protect the majority systems and power.

ALLYSHIP
An active, consistent, and lifelong practice of unlearning and  
reevaluating, in which a person in a position of privilege and  
power seeks to operate in solidarity with a marginalized group.

INCLUSION
Empowers all people to access the same opportunities and  
challenges; to receive the same level of respect and value; and to  
be treated as they desire to be treated, regardless of inherent or  
perceived differences.
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“WHEN YOU’RE 
ACCUSTOMED 
TO PRIVILEGE, 
EQUALITY  
FEELS LIKE  
OPPRESSION.”

— UNKNOWN

Of these topics, the concept of power and privilege proved the most challenging.  
A theme throughout, asserted by Harris and echoed often in the chat by attendees, 
is that conversations around power and privilege feel charged and uncomfortable 
for many. Harris’s assertion that we all have some form of privilege, and that the 
practice of acknowledging privilege is one of self-awareness, growth, and  
empowerment resonated with many participants. Only when we recognize our 
privilege — in the many ways it manifests itself — can we truly empower others 
who are underrepresented and deconstruct systems that are divisive.

Most participants acknowledged that admitting to power and privilege, and  
pursuing allyship is a lifelong journey, and that meaningful change requires we 
“become comfortable with being uncomfortable.” From the virtual conversation 
that followed, it was apparent that many participants are ready and willing to do 
so. Organizational leaders play a key role in building and sustaining cultures of 
inclusion and belonging when they tackle this discomfort; enable all voices to  
be heard and to express any vulnerability. 

Pitting people in differing levels of the power construct against each other is  
never productive and certainly not the goal. In fact, Harris says, “An important 
key to improving DEI is for people who benefit from privilege and power to use 
them to create greater access and opportunity for marginalized groups. They 
should be called in, not called out.”
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THREE PILLARS  
FOR LEADING INCLUSIVELY

POWER AND PRIVILEGE
LEVERAGE POWER AND  
PRIVILEGE TO ENABLE  
INCLUSION.

ALLYSHIP
BECOME THOUGHTFUL  
AND EFFECTIVE ALLIES FOR  
UNDERREPRESENTED 
GROUPS.

EVERYDAY INCLUSION
EMBED INCLUSIVE  
BEHAVIORS AS A WAY OF  
DOING BUSINESS.
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For many, these concepts are not entirely new. Throughout the Leadercamp,  
participants expressed unity and agreement around why we should be talking about 
DEI; why systemic change is needed; and why organizations and leaders play an 
important role. With that, however, participants also expressed a great need for all 
of us to learn more about how to ignite purpose and passion among leaders; how to 
ensure equity; how to have safe conversations with family, friends, colleagues,  
leaders; how to maintain a point of view and create systemic change; and how to 
ensure DEI properly across an employee lifecycle.

“DISCOMFORT 
IS A POWERFUL 
GATEWAY TO 
DISCOVERY 
AND 
INNOVATION.”

— LA’WANA HARRIS 
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EMPLOYEE
LIFECYCLE

RECRUITMENT RETIREMENT

Be intentional about where you are sourcing talent. Partner with HBCUs,  
veteran organizations and other associations that work with diverse  
groups. Provide mentors, resources, and routine check-ins during  
onboarding to ensure successful integration. 

Prioritize sponsorship in addition to mentoring for career growth.  
Equip managers to recognize and challenge bias and stereotypes.  
Ensure diversity in decision-making processes for work allocation,  
talent management, and leadership development. 

Raise awareness and accountability for mitigating bias in every aspect  
of the performance management process. Lead with data from a diverse  
array of sources to help minimize subjectivity in calibrations. Challenge  
assumptions and unwritten rules.

Proactively build a robust pipeline of diverse talent. Establish dedicated  
talent management opportunities for diverse populations, including:  
transparency in the succession planning process, and widely  
communicated goals and benchmarks. 

Examine your pay practices and policies. Conduct an enterprisewide  
pay equity audit. Implement adaptive HCM systems to remediate  
disparities and utilize predictive analysis to identify areas of 
opportunity — and be willing to act on the results.
 
Consistently conduct exit interviews to understand your organization’s  
strengths and areas of opportunity relative to diversity, equity, and  
inclusion. Own and address issues with retaining diverse talent.  
Don’t settle for a facade; create a true culture of inclusion.

©2020 La’Wana Harris, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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“WHAT YOU DO FOR 
ME, WITHOUT ME — 
YOU DO TO ME.”

— BURUNDI ADAGE

To achieve diversity and equity beyond lip service, Harris reminded all  
participants that inclusive strategies must be seamlessly woven through the entire 
employee lifecycle — from recruitment to retirement, including training, rewards, 
and recognition. DEI is not a Human Resources issue or a problem for HR to  
solve. It is an organizational imperative that involves the commitment and  
enablement of leaders at every level, and the proper funding and allocation of  
resources to sustain it.

One common form of what Harris identifies as “lip service,” is performative  
allyship, superficial acts of solidarity from a non-marginalized group that may be 
self-centered and not supported by a long-term commitment to meaningful action. 
Performative gestures are often the result of a person wanting to be admired by 
peers or perceived as “woke.” Performative allyship is not necessarily negative in 
itself; but it is simply not enough. Harris encourages people to be self-aware, to 
question their own goals and motives. For example, asking oneself who an act truly 
benefits and whether it’s part of a more thoughtful strategy.

Black, indigenous, and people of color (BIPOC) have worked for true equity and 
inclusion for generations. If 2020 is really going to be the watershed moment when 
that goal is achieved in a meaningful, lasting way, it requires a concerted effort  
and committed leadership at every level, in every organization, every day.

“POWERFUL  
DEFINITION OF  
ALLYSHIP. THIS IS  
SO TRUE AND IT  
DEFINITELY MAKES 
ME CONSCIOUS  
OF MY OWN  
INTENTIONS AND  
HOW TO BECOME 
MORE INTENTIONAL 
OF MY ACTIONS  
TOWARDS  
INCLUSIVITY.”

“GETTING MY  
‘WOKE STAMP.’  
LOL. YES,  
I THINK I’M GUILTY  
OF TRYING TO DO 
THAT. THANKS FOR  
POINTING THAT  
OUT IN A FUNNY 
WAY!”

“I THINK OUR  
RECRUITING HAS 
BEEN MORE  
PERFORMATIVE  
THAN  
SUBSTANTIVE.”

— LEADERCAMP 
PARTICIPANTS
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PERFORMATIVE
ALLYSHIP

THOUGHTFUL
ALLYSHIP

• Making a public  
 declaration for racial equity.
                        
• Posting the Black Lives  
 Matter or Say Their Names   
 hashtags.
                        
• Posting a black square for   
 Blackout Tuesday.
                       
• Focusing your narrative  
 and conversation on  
 your own feelings.

• Engage at the systemic  
 level to impact policy.
                        
• Speak up, even when you  
 feel uncomfortable.                        
• Use your privilege to benefit  
 underrepresented groups.                       
• Acknowledge that even  
 though you feel pain, the  
 conversation is not about you.

• Understand that your  
 education is up to you and  
 no one else.
                        
• Seek coaching and 
 education from trusted  
 sources.
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Harris has a saying that illuminates the difference between action and lip service: 
“It’s time to walk the talk.” 

By sponsoring the “Leading Inclusively” Leadercamp, Skillsoft hoped to address 
the issues of systemic racism, discrimination, and bias in a productive way that 
would help companies achieve long-term, enduring outcomes. Skillsoft did not, 
however, design this experience for others alone. Our belief in the transformative 
power of learning reflects inward as well. This Leadercamp served as an  
invaluable step in our own journey to becoming a more diverse, equitable, and 
truly inclusive organization. It inspired three initiatives. 

Immediately after the Leadercamp, Skillsoft’s Executive Leadership 
Team and Advisory Board met with Harris to discuss how the  
content and coaching she had just provided to a much larger  
audience could be put into immediate practice. As one leader 
expressed, “Whenever we make someone feel like the outsider we 

are discriminating, including when we blame anyone. If we want to embody the 
change we want to see in the world we need to figure out how to bring everyone 
in and allow them to feel and share how they feel.”

Like many companies this year, Skillsoft decided to recognize  
Juneteenth. However, rather than declare it a day off, we  
encouraged people to learn through honest self-assessment that 
identified key areas of development; to discuss in company-wide 
live forums where they could reflect, ask questions, and share ideas; 

and to act by giving back to communities through energy, time, and passion.  
On June 18th and 19th, 1,375 Skillsoft employees worldwide, including all  
executives, attended a COMMIT Discussion Forum. Employees shared their  
stories and perspectives with each other. It was an intense, eye-opening  
transformative moment for the organization.

Finally, to promote enduring change, Skillsoft launched a new  
Inclusion Council, made up of members of its community  
representing all diverse groups. Working together, they’ll ensure 
Skillsoft is a workplace that’s inclusive and rewarding for all.

THE DEI MIRROR:  
SELF-REFLECTION  
FROM SKILLSOFT

1

2

3
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“THIS WAS A  
TRANSFORMATIVE 
MOMENT FOR US,  
AS INDIVIDUALS  
AND AS AN  
ORGANIZATION.  
WE RECOGNIZE, AS 
WE ALL MUST, THAT 
THIS IS MERELY THE 
BEGINNING OF OUR 
JOURNEY. IT IS OUR 
HOPE THAT YOU 
AGREE THIS WAS A 
PIVOTAL FIRST STEP.” 

— ELISA VINCENT



WHAT NEXT?

When asked, “What is one thing you learned from the ‘Leading Inclusively’  
Leadercamp that you will apply immediately?” attendees shared what they 
learned and how they plan to use their new insights in their respective  
organizations.
 
“It’s one thing to care about creating an inclusive culture yet it is entirely  
different when you put a plan in place. The first thing I am going to do is review 
the resources, talk with my manager about what I learned, and then formulate a 
plan for implementation.”

“That white men need to be included in the conversation and seen as partners — 
usually in activism spaces you hear ‘this is not white men’s time’ and for them to 
stay in the backseat. I think in order to evolve, learn, and grow, we do need to  
involve everyone.”

“As a POC (Black and Latina woman), I thought it was very interesting to hear 
that we all have some sort of privilege no matter who we are. I think that really 
thinking about that and trying to figure out how I can use what I have to help 
others is very important.”

“Thinking about DEI all the way through retirement. Previously, I had only 
thought about recruitment and work culture and structures.”

“There have been a number of times when I have been uncomfortable in a  
work situation, but I did not speak up because I was afraid. I am committing to 
speaking up the next time I am in that situation and using my dual positions  
of power and privilege in the workplace to benefit underrepresented groups.”

“I’m going to identify new places to look for diverse candidates when hiring.”
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“Ask every month in leadership and management meetings: where’s the allyship? 
Is it real or just lip service? What commitments are you, me, and the rest of the 
org making to create real, lasting change (e.g., open dialogue, inclusivity in  
decision making, DEI as a core value and foundational lens for budgeting, etc.)? 
What funding will we put behind DEI initiatives and who will lead and  
collaborate to make those spending decisions?”

“I just know that I cannot have the compassion without the action. I am not  
going to let my desire to make a difference wane when the news moves on to 
another topic.”

Participants left the “Leading Inclusively” Leadercamp with actionable advice for 
both individuals and organizations. For many, it begins by asking tough questions 
to root out individual and systemic bias and upend the status quo:

How might our systems, policies, and processes (even inadvertently) allow for  
discrimination, inequity, injustice?

What can we reimagine about our businesses to create a more versatile experience that  
fits	the	needs	of	all	employees?

Where can we identify pockets of micro-aggression and what types of leadership  
development	experiences	would	be	most	beneficial	in	eliminating	both	overt	and	hidden	
aggressions in the workplace?

How can we create opportunities for marginalized groups to thrive?

How	can	we	affirm	people’s	true	identities	—	moving	beyond	the	concept	of	a	work	 
persona to having a true sense of belonging?

How do we hold leaders accountable, and reward, recognize, motivate equitable way?

The first step is an honest self-assessment. Then, depending on your role,  
you can contribute on an individual level, as a team leader, or as an executive on  
behalf of your entire organization.
 
As an individual, identify specific actions you can take toward greater inclusion. 
These might include becoming a mentor to someone who comes from a different 
background; intentionally seeking out people who are different from you and 
actively listening to their experiences and perspectives; or examining your own 
unconscious biases and working to dismantle them. Speak up for others in  
meetings and conference calls, using your own privilege and power to call out — 
and correct — any exclusionary behavior. 
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As a team leader, create a safe space for members to share their thoughts and 
feelings around the topic of DEI. Establish goals and write a team charter or 
mission statement that specifically mandates inclusive behavior. Consider adding 
“Share your truth” sessions, open discussions, and team-building exercises that 
encourage honesty and inclusion.

If you’re in an executive leadership role, set the tone for a ‘beyond lip service’  
culture, driving the DEI conversation internally. Address key issues externally. 
Enable meaningful change by allocating adequate budget, personnel, and  
resources to increase inclusion and belonging across your organization. Sponsor 
an employee resource group (ERG) or Inclusion Council to proactively assess  
systemic policies and practices as they relate to DEI. Set and communicate 
benchmark goals with an accountability plan linked to compensation.
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CONCLUSION

Genuine diversity, real equity, and meaningful inclusion cannot be achieved  
overnight (or in an intensive one-hour session). The journey toward that  
destination requires care and commitment. It requires leveraging privilege and 
power to do what’s right. It requires thoughtful allyship. It requires a willingness 
to have those uncomfortable conversations, to self-assess, and to actively listen, 
to become DEI mission-driven. It will be a challenge. But, one that will be a  
defining attribute of organizations and leaders who thrive moving forward.

There is reason to feel optimism. Thousands of Leadercamp participants  
demonstrated that the time is right. The discussions are deeper and more  
truthful. Leaders are stepping up (at every level in organizations) and learning 
how to talk — and listen — about these topics.
 
This journey can and will be a bit clumsy throughout. No one has completely  
mastered navigating the DEI landscape, and matters of human difference will 
continue to evolve.

Going forward, DEI must be part of everyone’s job. As Harris says, “Advancing 
DEI in the workplace requires intentional effort by every person, at every level, 
every day.” It must become an integral part of the very fabric of a company rather 
than a separate initiative. It is all-encompassing and offers immense rewards  
for employees and employers alike.
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“IF YOU’RE 
COMFORTABLE, 
YOU’RE NOT 
LEARNING.”

— UNKNOWN

“DO THE BEST 
YOU CAN  
UNTIL YOU 
KNOW BETTER. 
THEN WHEN 
YOU KNOW 
BETTER,  
DO BETTER.”

— MAYA ANGELOU
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talent management, organizational design, and diversity, equity, and  
inclusion across global enterprises. 

Elisa began her career in international education and study abroad, where 
she designed, developed, and led international leadership development  
experiences for students and faculty — experiences that enabled research  
and study of gender equality and equity around the world. She was a founding 
member of the Bentley University Center for Women in Business leadership 
team, where she served as both consultant and leadership coach for  
organizational and emerging leaders in various industries. Through her  
work leading human capital functions, she has built transformative talent  
development and management infrastructures that enable cultures of  
inclusion, equity, and belonging. She has designed and implemented  
leadership models and learning content, curricula, and experiences with  
proven success and rapid adoption in diverse markets. 
 
Elisa is a thought-leader, certified coach, facilitator, and advocate —  
designing and delivering inspirational and transformative experiences for 
leaders at all stages of their careers. She is a TEDX speaker, a community  
activist, and mentor/coach for under-resourced student populations. As a 
leader coach, she seeks to inspire and unlock human potential and success  
in tangible ways. She has founded numerous women’s leadership programs  
in both the organizations and the communities she serves. Elisa holds a  
Masters of Education and a Bachelor of Arts from Boston University.  
She proudly serves on the Board of MediaGirls and is an adjunct faculty 
member at Bentley University.
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
DIVERSITY BEYOND LIP SERVICE:  
A COACHING GUIDE FOR CHALLENGING BIAS

https://www.amazon.com/Diversity-Beyond-Lip-Service-Challenging/
dp/1523098678/

ACTION GUIDE FOR DIVERSITY BEYOND LIP SERVICE

https://www.amazon.com/Action-Guide-Diversity-Beyond-Service/
dp/1946388084/

COMMIT SELF-ASSESSMENT

https://www.lawanaharris.com/assessment

THE INCLUSION CENTER

https://www.theinclusioncenter.com

TALKING ABOUT RACE

https://nmaahc.si.edu/learn/talking-about-race

GUIDE TO ALLYSHIP

https://guidetoallyship.com

21-DAY RACIAL EQUITY HABIT BUILDING CHALLENGE

https://www.eddiemoorejr.com/21daychallenge

ME AND WHITE SUPREMACY

https://www.meandwhitesupremacybook.com

AWAKE TO WOKE TO WORK: BUILDING A RACE EQUITY CULTURE

https://www.equityinthecenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/ 
Equity-in-Center-Awake-Woke-Work-2019-final-1.pdf

UNDERSTANDING PRIVILEGE RESOURCES

https://www.racialequitytools.org/resourcefiles/mcintosh.pdf

THE NEXT QUESTION SHOW

https://www.tnqshow.com/season-1

THE FUTURE OF RACE IN AMERICA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SQ6H-Mz6hgw
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FOR MORE INSIGHT ON DIVERSITY,  
EQUITY, AND INCLUSION, REGISTER FOR 
60 DAYS OF FREE ACCESS TO PERCIPIO.
Percipio, Skillsoft’s intelligent learning platform, leverages highly engaging 
content, curated into nearly 700 learning channels, continuously enhanced and 
updated. Learn the way you want to learn with courses, videos, books and  
summaries, audiobooks, and more.

REGISTER HERE:

http://learn.skillsoft.com/Business-Continuity-Trial.html
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ABOUT SKILLSOFT

Skillsoft delivers online learning, training, and talent solutions to help  
organizations unleash their edge. Leveraging immersive, engaging content,  
Skillsoft enables organizations to unlock the potential in their best assets —  
their people — and build teams with the skills they need for success.  
Empowering 36 million learners and counting, Skillsoft democratizes learning 
through an intelligent learning experience and a customized, learner-centric  
approach to skills development with resources for Leadership Development,  
Business Skills, Technology & Development, Digital Transformation,  
and Compliance.
 
Skillsoft and SumTotal are partners to thousands of leading global organizations, 
including many Fortune 500 companies. The company features three award- 
winning systems that support learning, performance and success: Skillsoft  
learning content, the Percipio intelligent learning experience platform, and the 
SumTotal suite for Talent Development, which offers measurable impact across 
the entire employee lifecycle. Learn more at www.skillsoft.com.

ABOUT THE SKILLSOFT 360 SERIES 

The 360 Series comprises papers and reports by thought leaders inside and  
outside the Skillsoft community. It challenges assumptions, considers subjects 
from multiple angles, and provides a fresh, yet comprehensive, view of topics  
that are most important to today’s business leaders.


